
APPROXIMATION TO HARMONIC FUNCTIONS

P. R. AE

Let K be a compact plane set. In what follows we use, for the most part,
the notation and terminology of [4]. We let D (K) be the set of functions
continuous on K and harmonic on the interior of K, and let H (K) be the set of
functions harmonic in a neighborhood of K. H(K) will denote the uniform
closure of H (K) on K. It is known that the Choquet boundary of D (K)is
just the set R of regular points of K. We let P denote the Choquet boundary
of H(K). It is known that D(K) H(K) if and only if the capacity of
OK P is zero. In a given case this condition may not be so easy to check
since it requires some knowledge of the set P. In this note we give a sufficient
condition that D (K) H(K, which seems more "geometrical" in nature.
For each p e K there is a unique positive measure d carried on R such that

u (p) f udt for all u e D (K). This.is called the harmonic measure for p.
There is also a unique positive measure d carried on P such that
u (p) f ud for all u e H(K). This measure is called the Keldysh meas-
ure for p. We let 00 K be the set of points in OK that lie on the boundary of
some component of the complement of K; and let 0 K be the set of points in
OK that lie on the boundary of some component of the interior of K. In
what follows dm will denote planar Lebesgue measure. We will show"

THEOREM. If
(1) d#(OK-- OoK) 0 for all peintK

(2) dm(Og (Oo K u O g O,

then g g) D g

(Note that (2) holds if int K is dense in K and has finitely many compo-
nents.
We will give examples to show that neither (1) nor (2) alone is sufficient

to give the conclusion.
The method of proof is that used by Carleson in his proof of Walsh’s

Theorem [2]. See also [3].
Let a be a real measure carried on OK. We let

1 da(z)()= og
z-l

We say (0) exists if
1

log/z ==l d[a (z) < .
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In the proof of Lemma 1 in [2], Carleson shows that if X a compact
plane set that has a connected complement and if ds is a measure carried on
Xsuchthat&() 0for eX, then &() 0 for all e0X for which
& () exists. The very same proof will show the following" Let X be a com-
pact plane set and let ds be a measure carried on X, suppose that 0 00 X
and that & (0) exists and that lim.0.ex 5 () exists and is equal to s0 then
c (0) s0. In what follows we will take X OK so that 00 X 0K0 o 0 K.

LEMMA 1. Suppose 9 is a component of int K and p 9 and o is a regular
point of 09; then

f d(z) log
1 1

z p  01"
Proof. Note that if then

f d(z) =log
1 19() log

z

since is lower semi-continuous we have

(o) <_ limo.,fi () log 1/[ p o 1;

that is, (o) exists.

If e 9, then

f 1 dtzz,(z) g(p, ) -at- log
1

"() loglz_
where g (p, ) is the negative Green’s function with pole at . So,

() g(,p) q-log

as -+ o, because o is regular. It follows from the remarks preceding the
lemma that/ (0) log 1/I p 0 I.

Proof of the Theorem. By Choquet theory it is enough to show that if ds is
a real measure carried on R that annihilates H (K) then ds - O. If ds is
such a measure and p e int K then by the lemma we have

f 1
dtz(z) log

1(A) log

almost everywhere (ds). Since ds annihilates H (K),

f __1S() log
lz lda(z) 0 if K

and so &() 0 for all e 00 K for which &() exists. We calculate for
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p e int K,

fflg 1 1 du() d[a [(z)d a I(z) du() log
z

log
z p[

So a () exists almost everywhere (d).
on 00 K and so we have

By assumption (1) du is carried on

f ff 1
0 a(z) dm,(z) lg] z l da() d,(z)

ff log[
1

z 1
da(z)

1f lgl5 p
da() &(p),

where the use of Fubini’s theorem was justified by the previous calculation
and we again used the fact that #() log 1/[ p [, almost everywhere
(dial). So we have that a() 0inintKandhence a() 0for all
e 0 K for which () exists. Since OK (0o K u O K) has planar measure

zero it follows that 0 almost everywhere (dm), hence that da 0 [2].
If we delete from the closed unit disc, disjoint open discs with centers

along the x-axis in an appropriate way we get an example where
D(K) # H(K). In this case (2) holds but not (1) [4].

In finding an example where D (K) H(K) and (1) holds we will show
a little more. We find a compact set K for which int K is dense in K, each
component of intK is simply connected, R OK, (1) holds and
H(K) D(K). Note that because (1) holds we have dg dv for all
p e int K [4, Lemm 9.2]. Hence if q OK P and p e int K with p -- q
we hve dye. dg, -- weak* since q is a regular point; here denotes
point mass at q. This is in contrast to the situation for the regular points,
i.e. if q OK nd if for every sequence p e int K, with p --* q we have . --/
weak* then q is regular.
To get the example let J be a compact subset of the unit disc obtained by

removing disjoint open discs D, so that D (J) C(J) # H(J)’. Let K be
the compact subset of the unit disc obtained by removing a tubular subset T
of each D which spirals to accumulate on the boundary of D. Since no
point ofD T can be joined to the boundary ofD by an arc it follows that
harmonic measure for any point of D T is carried on OT, OD,, [1], so
(1) holds. Clearly int K is dense in K, each component of int K is simply
connected and R OK since OK is connected. Let u e C (J) H(J), since
J is a closed subset of OK we cn extend u to be continuous on OK and then
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since R OK to be an element of D (K). Clearly the extended function is
not in H(K).
Remark. It is easy to see that the condition (0) log 1/! p 01 of

Lemma 1 is sufficient as well as necessary for 0 to be a regular point.
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